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More so than any other category of asana, Backward Extensions can initiate a response of excitement &/
or anxiety when announced as the focus of the day’s class.  While this can be associated with the 
students perceived ability to ‘perform’ these asanas, it is also linked to the fact that back bends take us in 
the direction of the unknown - that which is behind us.  As forward moving and forward bending creatures, 
bending backwards is not in our repertoire of daily movement patterns. No wonder we can feel a little 
anxious  as we venture to move in a counter intuitive and unfamiliar direction.


The Sanskrit term for Backward Extensions is: Purva Pratana Sthiti - Eastern Extension Steadiness.  
Poses that lengthen the eastern or anterior side of the body.  Like all categories of asanas, this one has a 
particular shape, a backward curvature of the spine. We need to be interested & involved in how this 
shape is formed, and to understand how this group of asana help to shape the mind.  While each of the 
back bends has it’s own shape and orientation in space, there are common principles and actions that are 
applied to all.


You know the format of this approach, so let me just remind you of what you already know.  Practice in 
such a way that some of the following form part of the dialogue of your ‘self commentary’.  Be prepared to 
explore the particular action/s that you select as your focus for each practice.  


• The hands, arms, feet and legs:  initiate, support & finish the pose.

• Hands & Feet:  well open & well grounded.

• Arms & Legs: elbows / knees firm.

	 connect muscles on to bones.

	 connect bones into their respective sockets.

• Lift the sternum  -  broaden the collar bones  -  roll the shoulders back.


• Take your awareness into the back body,  & move from there:  - move the dorsal spine into the body.

	 	     - shoulder blades deeper inside.

	                                                                               - move the middle buttocks into the body.

• Keep the abdomen passive.

• Complete your exhalations.

• Have Savasana face.

• Complete your Exhalations.


With consistent practice you start to gradually build up your understanding, strength, the required 
openings, energy levels and courage.   While the diagrammatic representation of a backbend is the 
longitudinal curvature of the spine, as practitioners we understand the other defining aspect of shape, is 
the lift & broadness of the chest.   Geetaji’s words:  CHEST BROAD - MIND BROAD form a great mantra 
not just for practice on the mat, but for the yoga of daily living.  In the current changing and uncertain 
times, with the right approach these asanas will stand us in good stead to face whatever lies ahead.


During this period of ‘social isolation’ your circumstances may require that your practice takes any number 
of formats ranging from a). one or two asana where you can create the time and space in a busy 
household, b). smaller segments worked into the schedule of your day, or c). having the luxury of being 
able to devote time to a 60 minute-plus practice.  Your choice needs to be a realistic one with no over-
riding feelings of ‘should’ or pressure.  While practice constantly presents us with a variety of challenges, it 
is primarily there to support our daily living: to nurture, to create & distribute energy, to broaden our 
horizons, to give courage, to establish a feeling of equanimity.  Keep in mind the wide-ranging effects that 
you are working for, and then the choice of what and how to practice on any day can be made for you.


Practice Options for shorter time frames: 
• A few repetitions of prone lying Bhujangasana [Cobra] can be performed on their own, especially helpful 

after long periods of sitting or gardening.  You may choose to extend the spine first in another asana.


• If the need is more for a passive backbend to rest & restore, a supported Purvottanasana may be your 
choice.  See photo.  Viparita Dandasana  performed over cross-bolsters is another option. 


• Use a chair braced at the wall for repetitions of flowing from Adho Mukha Svanasana & Urdhva Mukha 
Svanasana,  [Downward Facing Dog to Upward Facing Dog], with the elbows & knees firm.   See photos.




Practice options for longer time frames:   
If you have the time and energy for a more complete practice of back bends, factor in an adequate warm-
up and cool-down - realising that this has both a physiological as well as psychological component.


Preparatory asanas:  

• Supta Virasana, Reclining Hero Pose. 
• This could include a combination from any of the following categories of asanas:  Standing,  twisting,  

abdominals and inversions.  Either focusing on the one category, or more of a mix & match.  

• A variety of arm variations in Tadasana or Virasana.

• Cycles of Surya Namaskarasana, sometimes referred to as Salutes or Jumps.

• Depending on available time and your level of experience, the ‘baby back bends’ may be the focus of 

your practice, or part of the warm-up.  


Cooling down - bringing the body, mind and breath back to neutral:

• Spinal extension, extending and broadening the back thighs, and lateral twisting play a key role here.

• Counterbalance the work of the back bends, responding to how the body, mind & breath feel.

• Savasana is an important component of returning to neutral & quietening the nervous system.


Putting it all together:

Googling for back bend sequences is sure to bring up a great number of responses, and is a valid way of 
broadening both your practice repertoire and understanding.  However, I feel that the real juice, and a 
different type of learning comes from creating your own sequences and having an explorative approach.


Further Guidance if required:

Aware that some will still be working with the link between the Sanskrit and English name of an asana, I 
give a list of the Baby Back Bends as a prompt for the less experienced students.  The descriptive phrase 
following each  list of asanas are taken from:  YOGASHASTRA.  Tome-4.. This is  a great series of  5 
books from the Institute in Pune, with the text written by Sunita Parathasarthy, one of Mr Iyengar’s 
daughters.


Prone lying position - asanas in this category include:

Salabhasana [Locust],  Makarasana [hands interlocked behind the head],  Bhujangasana,  Urdhva Mukha 
Svanasana [Upward-facing Dog Pose],  Dhanurasana [bow].  
“One lifts and curves the body against the gravitational force.  The curvature occurs by stretching the front 
body from the floor.”    Chest forward & the front thighs back. 


Kneeling on the floor: 
Ustrasana [Camel].

“One arches the spine by sucking the back in.”  Press the shins down & move the mid buttocks forward. 

Supine position: 
Urdhva Dhanurasana  [Upward-facing bow]

“One uses the hands and legs firmly to lift the whole body against gravitation.” 

I conclude with the following words from a small booklet on the basic classification of asanas produced by 
the Institute in 2009 to commemorate Guruji’s 90th birthday, the following is written on the  BACKWARD 
BENDING ASANAS:


“Let go the back!  Let go the fear that holds us back! 
Fear of initiation, action, result, commitment  ….  Fear of unknown! 

Let everything go  ….   
This way one can move from the known towards the unknown 

and from the unknown towards the known.  

Opening up with a resilient spine serves as a path to an open mind. 
This is an essential condition for the explorative study of yoga.”   




While we are confined to practice within the home, I thought it could be fun to look at ways household 
items can be used to support our backbends.  Here are a few ideas, but I’m sure you can find other 
innovative ways.  Perhaps together we could build up a photo bank of creative practice set-ups.







   

SALAMBA PURVOTTANASANA

ADHO MUKHA SVANASANA - FLOW 
FORWARD TO  UMS

URDHVA MUKHA SVANASANA - FLOW 
BACK TO  AMS


